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Road to Recovery

2020’s been really challenging, but the UKCS was well positioned

• 80% PE (2019)

Globally 
Competitive Regime

• New entrants/ investments
• Material discoveries, prospects & developments

Production 
Efficiency

Right Assets 
in Right Hands

• Average Operating Costs £11.90/ boe (2019)
• Fiscal regime

• Operators embracing Net Zero & emissions already
• More collaborative culture

Collaboration 
& Change

• $20 bbl oil, <15p therm gas lows in April Low Oil & Gas Price

Net Zero• Public & stakeholder pressure, social licence to 
operate under threat

• Safety, wellbeing concerns, mobilisation challenges COVID 19

“Headwinds”

“Tailwinds”



UKCS Prize just got bigger

Integrated energy prize

Remember 2016’s “fightback”?

Hydrocarbons (Bn boe) Net Zero Oil Price

11 in plays

4 prospective resources 
in mapped prospects 
& Leads

7 unsanctioned

5 sanctioned

45 produced to date

UCKS net zero emission 
abatement potential

2014 Crisis

2016
Fightback

2015 Emergency
response

Oil price



Recovery in action - OGA

Identified stimulus options
• Proposals to industry & government

• Decomm P&A campaign
• Seismic reprocessing

• Opportunities with supply chain
• “Brownfield” wellwork, P&A
• “Greenfield” cluster development

• Green Recovery

Like 2016?  “Lower for longer” - this time the recovery has to accommodate net zero

Prioritisation, Flexibility & Consistency
• Re-prioritising continuously
• De-prioritised Stewardship Reviews
• Prioritised temporary flexible & pragmatic 

approach to licencing
• Maintained licensee activity where no clear 

impediment
• Continued to approve Developments, Cessation 

of Productions

Green Recovery
• Offshore emissions reduction
• Energy Integration Project Phase II
• Electrification of oil/ gas hubs
• Carbon Capture & Storage

• Accelerating pilot projects
• Re-use oil & gas infrastructure

Collaboration & Facilitation
• Supply Chain/ Operator collaboration effort –

timely payments, efficiencies/ value

• Facilitating solutions to disputes – ensuring 
activity progresses

• Support Global Underwater Hub, Sector Deal



OGA will drive cleaner, efficient resource recovery in the energy transition

What can industry expect of OGA?

OGA Strategy refresh
• >200 participants in engagement 

webinars
• 58 consultation responses
• overwhelming support

MER still important in the energy 
transition

Pro-active stewardship reviews 
recommencing

MER 
UK

Behaviour – more robust, holding 
to account.
OGA have been flexible, supporting
Expect more robustness on

• Resource progression
• Commercial disputes
• Flaring/ venting
• Decomm collaboration

Net Zero - ensuring action on 
Scope 1 emissions, infrastructure 
re-use and CCS



What does the OGA expect of industry?

Timely delivery of economic 
resource progression

• Low emissions intensity UKCS 
hydrocarbons required in an energy 
transition

• Sustain and build on 80% PE

• 7bn boe resources with 2bn boe in 
and around existing hubs

• Good prospectivity (e.g. Glengorm
& Isabella)

Go further & faster on Net Zero

• Social Licence to Operate 
under threat

• Evidence of action, and 
communication critical

• Electrification of hubs in UK 
necessity

• Integration with wind, CCUS, 
and hydrogen opportunities

Collaboration

• Avoid lengthy Commercial 
disputes

• Emissions reduction options

• Decomm P&A campaigns

• Supply Chain



Thank you


